Your one-stop-ERP solution for 360 degree
office automation

The Allion expertise…
your trusted technology partner across the globe.
Allion Technologies, striving to be the partner of choice for global enterprises, in powering
cutting edge technology for their businesses, was established in 2006, and since then has
grown to serving clients globally. From the development of bespoke IT Solutions, offering
Infrastructure-as-a-service, integration and middleware services and Startup incubation, to
a plethora of ready-to-use software products in Sales Automation, ERP, Content Management Systems and eCommerce, Allion is a leading global IT Services partner trusted for
sustained quality of delivery. Headquartered in Sri Lanka, Allion operates offices in Canada
and Australia, with a clientele spanning across multiple industry verticals from healthcare to
education to governmental institutions and NFPs.

Odoo for you
Trusted by 3 Million + users worldwide, Odoo is a stateof-the-art management software system for any
business operation of any scale in any industry,
equipped with 10,000+ seamlessly integrated applications, bringing together a perfectly customized “pick
and choose” ERP solution for you. The Odoo edge
spans across multiple functions including websites,
sales, operations and productivity tools on a broad
categorization, cascading down to cover over 20 business functions.

Allion Odoo
Services
Odoo Business Consultancy, Implementation
and Support by Allion
Commencing from the business requirement gathering
by our consultants to implementation and after sales
support, the Allion experts ensure your customized ERP
solution is functional end-to-end. With a core focus on
precise requirement gathering to process optimization,
cost optimization and effective on time delivery, we
take care of your needs.
Equipped with comprehensive support packages
thereafter, we ensure your operations run smooth and
operational efficiencies are at a maximum throughout
your journey.

Odoo Customizations and Third Party
Integrations
We understand that no business is alike, be it in the
same industry and same niche, the processes and
practices differ and are unique to each entity. This is
where the Odoo customization comes in. Allion specializes in bringing together customized Odoo modules
to fit your unique processes and can even build the
required applications for you.
In addition to customizations, we also ensure any required third party integrations are covered in your suite
as per your needs. We have facilitated a range of business tools in this aspect connecting seamlessly with
Odoo, including Magento.

Why users love
odoo and you
should too...
- License free usage
- 10.000+ apps completely customizable to build your
very own solution satisfying all your business needs in
a one-stop solution
- Seamless integration across apps for smooth
operations
- 24/7 support
- Comprehensive training on the product both user
and technical based

Get onboard with us to experience
the all encompassing power of
Odoo today.

Mail us : sales@alliontechnologies.com
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